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Stage 17 of the PT represents a rather destructive character of remedies. Stage 17 means “once more holding on
and then letting go” concerning a particular theme of a series. It’s the end of various series each of it including
the phases development, climax and decay.
•
•

Fluorine means end of the body and the self-worth, chlorine a symbiotic relationship which breaks away,
bromine end of work and tasks, iodine demands to change the culture, philosophy and mind.

Theme of Fluorine: Fluorine means “end of the body and the self-worth”, stage
17: holding on, than letting go. – The body may go, self-worth persists (endures). To be once more oneself. Extreme. Russian Roulette.

Bone metastasis (breast cancer)
Results: calc-f. pain disappear over night, tumor (4 cm) subsides after one year
CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE:
Clinical symptoms disappear first, morphology follows

It can be shown, that even in cancer cases these remedies represent a character or conflict of a person.
Theme of Chlorine: A symbiotic relationship, which breaks off. Symbol is a
tight mother-child relationship, which is vital in early childhood,
however the cord has to be cut. Theme: caring, in pathology: not able to
separate or disconnect relationships (oral phase, early childhood)

Hairy Cell Leukaemia
Results: calc-mur. The numerous medicines administered in hospital were substituted by a single homeopathic remedy,,calc-mur. Panic attacks subside
over night, the tumors and pain in the bones subside within weeks,
histology becomes normal. † after 12 years (heart failure).
CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE:
A single remedy cures rapidly and successively panic, tumors (infiltrates of leucocytes), bone pain, H.C.Leukaemia (histology).

Conflict of Bromine: Bromine is at „the end of the series of work and tasks“,
stage 17: If the tasks are not finished, guilt develops.
Guilt may arise, the person has not done all her work and tasks.

Cancer of the parotid gland
CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE:
Rapid growth of the tumor and malignancy starts with a severe conflict concerning guilty feelings: she had to make good on a promise. –
Brom, kali-br. The remedy covers the significant conflict of bromine
and is well known for this kind of tumors (left parotid gland).

Theme of Iodine: has to end and change his/her culture, his/her mental concept; eventually to emigrate.

Lung cancer

Illustrated by a booklet

Results & CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE: After radiation and chemotherapy patient starts homoeopathic treatment and immune therapy. Among other remedies: kali-I, calc-I, rad-br. 4 months later experts hold
the tumor at the right hilus (4 cms) as necrotized (see also: astrocytoma, plumb- iod, booklet). Tumor has the same size, however glands are smaller and a tumor at the basis of the right lung disappeared. 10 years after the outbreak of the disease patient is in best condition, bikes 20 kilometres and rides his bike up to 3500 feet. However after dropping immune therapy and homoeopathy for 5
years a benign tumor developed again at the basis of the right lung and two glands equally close to the tumors. Underwent operation: glands malignant, however somewhat necrotic.
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